
Bloody Droplets Crystal Necklace 

 

Materials: 

 .5mm or .7mm Clear Stretch Cord {1 

spool} 

 6mm Light Red Crystal/ Glass Rondelles 

{40-50} 

 8mm Dark Red Crystal/ Glass Rondelles 

{6-10} 

 2 Inch or 3 Inch Head Pins {6-10} 

 Lobster clasp  

 Split ring 

 Optional crimped method: crimp tubes 

{2}, crimp covers {2} 

Instructions: 

1. Cut single piece of clear stretch cord to size as a choker style necklace, depending on your neck’s 

circumference. Standard choker is between 12-14 inches. Once you know your neck 

measurement, a good rule of thumb for selecting a collar or a choker is to go up one necklace 

size from your neck measurement. For example, if you measure your neck circumference at 14 

inches, the minimum recommended collar or choker length would be 16 inches. 

2. Allow an extra 3-4 inches for clasping. If using the .5mm stretch cord, double up in order to feed 

through beads and charms, so remember to double up on cord length in this instance. (Ex. If 

using .5mm cord for a 14 inch choker size, cut 28 inches (double the choker size) + another 3-4 

inches for clasp, giving a total of 31-32 inches. More if wider choker size). If using .7mm single 

cord length then skip the doubling step.  

3. Based on the number of “blood droplets” you desire, take 6-10 head pins to create bead dangle 

charms. Feed 1 of the largest beads at bottom with smaller beads in varying amounts on top of 

each dangle. Be sure to leave about a half inch or so free of beads so you’ve got room to make 

the wrapped loop. If you run out of room on the head pin, you can opt for a simple loop without 

wrapping, or reduce the beads. 

4. Once you have the desired “droplet” length, create a wrapped loop at the end of the head pin.  
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5. Based on desired look of your “slit throat”, feed the smaller beads onto the stretch cord while 

popping on the occasional “blood droplets” bead dangle charm. Sprinkle the charms with the 

beads for about a four inch length of the clear stretch cord. The longer your bead string is, the 

less natural your “slit throat” will look…so keep the horizontal bead stringing to a minimum. 

 

6. Once your slit throat looks the way you like, it’s time to add a split ring and lobster clasp. You 

can choose to either tie these directly onto the stretch cord or use the crimping method. 

7. For tying: Tie ends using a double knot on each side for a split ring and a lobster clasp. 

8. Put a small dab of E-6000 glue on each knot. Let dry overnight for best results. 

9. For crimping: Over time, the metal crimps can eventually bite into the stretch cord. Therefore, 

this is meant to be a costume piece- not for every day wear..  

10. Feed those 2 cord ends through a size 2 crimp tube and through a split ring, then back through 

the crimp tube so that it grabs everything on that side. Crimp using a pair of crimping pliers. 

Feed the other 2 cords on the remaining side through a crimp tube as well, then through the 

lobster clasp and back through the crimp tube. Capturing everything just as you did the other 

side. Crimp with pliers. You can snip the tiny excess stretch cord or leave it alone.  

11. If crimped, you can choose to hide the crimps with crimp covers on both sides using a pair of 

bent nose or flat nose pliers. 

Enjoy your                                                                 sparkles! 


